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Abstract 
 
The purpose of this research is the electrode processes of the polyaniline-coated 
polystyrene (PANI-PS) latex particles. In this research, small (1.6μm in diameter) and 
large (13μm in diameter) PANI-PS particles were chemically synthesized at the aim of 
making the core-shell structure, in which of the core was made of small and large 
polystyrene particles and the shell was polyaniline. The coating and purification route at 
low-temperature (lower than 4˚C) ensured that high-quality polyaniline was produced. The 
purified particles were dispersed in an aqueous acidic surfactant solution. 
The small PANI-PS was successfully synthesized. According to bulk electrolysis 
measurements, the reduction of each latex particle leads to the transfer of n = 1.7 × 109 
electrons. The acidic suspension showed a cathodic peak at 0.10 V and a very small anodic 
peak at 0.20 V. The former feature corresponds to the reduction wave, i.e., the conversion 
of polyaniline from its electrically conducting emeraldine form to its insulating 
leucoemeraldine state. The cathodic wave varied from a surface wave at lower latex 
concentration to a diffusion wave at higher latex concentration. The peak current varied 
linearly with the square root of the potential scan rate, giving a value of n similar to that 
obtained from bulk electrolysis. The irreversibility of the voltammogram, i.e., the 
disappearance of the anodic wave, was ascribed to such a short time of collision with the 
electrode that the conducting zone can propagate only to a small domain near the collision 
point.  
The small PS latex particles were used as the seeds. The polymerization and the 
purification were iterated four times in the same conditions as those performed for the seed. 
The large PS latex particles were coated with polyaniline to synthesize large PANI-PS 
latex particles. The large PANI-PS latex suspensions showed the integer-fold voltammetric 
currents at the microelectrode of which size was similar to the diameter of the particles. 
The currents did not vary with concentrations of polyaniline particles but varied 
accidentally with each voltammetric run. They were caused by the reduction of a few 
polyaniline particles adsorbed on the electrode rather than diffusion of polyaniline particles 
in the suspension. The voltammetric behavior was almost the same as at the large electrode 
except for the integer-fold currents. The redox charge per particle was 9.5 G redox 
electrons, one-third of which participated in the voltammetric reduction current. 
The large PANI-PS latex particles were used for obtaining quantitatively a 
relationship between the adsorption force and the electroactivity at a platinum electrode. 
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The suspension in hydrochloride acid was filled in an optical cell containing wire 
electrodes. When electrode potential was switched between the oxidized and the reduced 
domains alternatively, some adsorbed particles showed color change owing to the 
electroactivity. The numbers of the electroactive and the inactive particles were counted in 
the suspension including poly (N-vinylpyrrolidone) (PVP). Their ratio was proportional to 
the concentration of PVP, as was in equilibrium. The adsorbed particles were desorbed 
mechanically by forced flow. The numbers of desorbed particles did not decrease with the 
flow velocity until threshold values. The threshold value for the electroactive particles was 
10 times larger than that for the inactive ones, corresponding to 10 times larger adsorption 
energy of the electroactive particles than the inactive ones. The adsorption stress was 
evaluated from the removal of the electropolymerized polyaniline film from the electrode. 
Then the adsorption area of the particle was estimated. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
 
1.1 Overview of Intrinsically Conducting Polymers 
Intrinsically conducting polymer (ICP) is one kind of conjugated polymers with 
spatially extended π-bonding systems. The intrinsically conducting polymers (ICPs) did 
not attract significant attention before the mid 1970s, even though they have been known 
for years. Since the discovery that  conductivity of polyacetylene can be enhanced by 
seven orders of magnitude by doping with iodine in 19771, a considerable attention has 
been focused on discovery of other ICPs. This covered making polymers conductive, 
improving the properties of the materials and applying ICPs to various fields2. The 
discovery of conducting polyacetylene and the significance of ICPs were recognized by 
the award of the Chemistry Nobel Prize in 2000 to Alan Heeger, Alan MacDiarmid and 
Hideki Shirakawa.3-5 
ICPs show change in chemical, electrical, and optical properties when they are 
treated chemically with oxidizing or reducing agents6, Their properties are conductance, 
luminescence, and high thermal stability which can be used in such applications as 
optical switching devices and sensors7-13, batteries 14-18, electronic devices and functional 
elecrodes19-21etc. The most wildly studied ICPs are polythiophene, polyaniline (PANI), 
polyprrole (PPY), and polyphenylene.  
Polyaniline is the one of most important industrial ICPs today. This is due to its 
facile synthesis and processes, environmental stability and low cost. In addition, PANI 
has an attractive property: simply and reversible doping/dedoping of acid/base. 
 
1.2 Synthesis of Polyaniline  
Various methods are available for the synthesis of PANI. their basic machanism lies  
on the oxidative coupling, which includes oxidation of monomers to form a cation 
radical followed by coupling to form a dication. The repetition leads to the desired 
polymer. Additionally, the synthesis of PANI can be performed as inverse emulsion 
polymerization,22,23 solid-state polymerization,24 autocatalytic polymerization,25 and 
plasma polymerization.26,27 
 
1.2.1 Electrochemical Synthesis 
Electrochemical Synthesis can be carried out in three ways: (1) potentiostatic 
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(constant potential) method; (2) galvanostatic (constant current) method; (3) 
potentiodynamic (potential scanning or cyclic voltammetric) method.  
They have been carried out in a three-electrode cell which contains a working 
electrode (WE), a reference electrode (RE) and a counter electrode (CE) or an auxiliary 
electrode (AE). Generally, the conventionally used WEs are chromium, gold,28
 
nickel, 
copper,29
 
palladium, titanium, platinum, indium-tin oxide coated glass plates30,31and 
stainless steel,26
 
Semi-conducting materials, such as n-doped silicon,32
 
gallium arsenide,33
 
cadmium sulphide, and semi-metal graphite34
 
are also employed for the growth of 
polymer films. The reference electrode (RE) is typically a saturated calomel electrode 
(SCE) or Ag/AgCl electrode. The CE or AE is usually made of a platinum wire coil or 
foil. Electrochemical synthesis can be done in aqueous or organic solutions.  
 
1.2.2 Chemical Synthesis  
Chemical Synthesis can be carried out in a solution containing the monomer and an 
oxidant in an acidic medium. The acids used are hydrochloric acid (HCl) and sulfuric 
acid (H2SO4). Ammonium persulfate ((NH4)2 S2O8), 36
 
postassium dichromate (K2Cr2O7), 
37 cerium sulface (Ce(SO4)2), sodium vanadate (NaVO3), potassium 
ferricyanide(K3(Fe(CN)6), potassium iodate (KIO3) and hydrogen peroxide (H2O2)38,29are 
typically used as oxidants.  
The optimal reaction conditions to obtain high conductivity and yield are: about 1 M 
aqueous HCl with an oxidant (ammonium persulfate)/aniline ratio of ≤ 1.1529.
 
The 
optimal experimental temperature to avoid or reduce side reactions is 0 ~ 2°C.39
 
The 
reaction takes one to two hours. Experiments are performed under the following 
conditions: pre-cooling both aniline/HCl solution and the oxidant solution at about 0°C, 
adding drop by drop the oxidant to the aniline/HCl solutions with stirring, and washing 
with HCl acid after filtration, then drying under vacuum for about 48 h.29
 
The green 
precipitate formed is called “polyemeraldine hydrochloride” (PANI-Cl). “Polyemeraldine 
base (PEB)” can be obtained by immersing PANI-Cl in aqueous ammonium 
hydrochloride over 12 hours.  
In comparison with both methods, the electrochemical technic has definite 
advantages29, 39 such as purity of the product and easy control of the thickness of ICPs 
deposited on WEs. In addition, the doping level can be controlled by varying the current 
and potential with time; synthesis and deposition of polymer can be realized 
simultaneously. Therefore, it rapidly becomes the preferred method for preparing ICPs. 
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1.3 Mechanism of polyaniline polymerization 
Both types of polymerization start with the formation of radical cations (Fig.1.1a), 
followed by coupling to form di-cation (Fig.1.1b) and the repetition leads to the aimed 
polymer containing reduced benzenoid (-B-) units and oxidized quinoid units (=Q=) 
(Fig.1.1c and d).40, 41 The latter reaction in (c) is autocatalyzed.13The general structure of 
PANI is shown in Fig.1.1d, 11, 13
 
where (1-y) is the average oxidation state.  
NH
-e-
NH2 NH2 NH2 NH2
Resonance forms of aniline radical cation
a
 
NH2   + NH2 NH2 NH2b
di-cation  
di-cation -2H -2e dimer PANIc  
 
H
N*
H
N N N *
y 1-y x
d
 
  
 
Several oxidation states exist between the fully reduced state, so-called 
leucoemeraldine base (LB, where 1-y = 0), and the fully oxidized state, named 
pernigraniline base (PB, where 1-y = 1). The half oxidized state (1-y = 0.5), called 
emeraldine base (EB) state, is a semiconductor composed of an alternation sequence of 
two benzenoid units (-B-) and one quinoid unit (=Q=). EB can be non-redox doped with 
acid to a conducting emeraldine salt (ES) state of PANI, green colored. It is well known 
that there are several oxidation states of PANI which can exist in different forms (Table 1 
13, 41-44). The various oxidation states of PANI were synthesized and characterized done 
extensively several years ago by many researchers.36, 45-49 
 
Fig.1.1 Schematic diagram of mechanism of polyaniline polymerization 
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1.4 Inter-conversions of polyaniline 
PANI is a specific conducting polymer because its conducting mechanism is caused 
either by the oxidation of poly (leucoemeraldine base) (PLB) or by the protonation of 
poly (emeraldine base) (PEB). The protonation/deprotonation process is also referred to 
as acid/base doping/dedoping process. Inter-conversions of PANI among various 
oxidation states are shown in Fig.1. 2.44 
Oxidative doping can be performed by both the chemical and electrochemical 
method from the fully reduced state (PLB) of PNAI13. But the oxidative doping level in 
chemical process is very difficult to control. However, electrochemical doping solves this 
problem by applying the potential to a working electrode.50
 
PLB is readily oxidized to 
PES with the counter ions of the electrolyte (acids) inserting in the polymer backbone. 
Table 1 Different forms of polyaniline  
Full Name (1-y) Redox state 
Conductivity 
(S.cm
-1
) 
Color 
LeucoemeraldineBase(LB) 0 Full reduced < 10 
-5
 Yellow or transparent 
Emeraldine Base (EB) 0.5 Half Oxidized < 10 
-5
 Deep blue 
Nigraniline Base(NB)* 0.75 75% oxidized < 10 
-5
 Blue purple 
Pernigraniline Base (PB) 1 Full oxidized < 10 
-5
 Purple 
Emeraldine Salt (ES) 0.5 Half reduced-oxidized ~ 15 Green 
*In non-aqueous media with additional halogen51 
H
N
N
H
H
N
N
N
H
N
N
H
H
N
N
N
N
Reducation Reducation Oxidation
acid
HX
base
MOH
(LB)
(EB)
(ES)
(NB) (PB)
-4H
-2e
solvent
(NMP)
AS-cast EM film
1st
Acid-Base
cycle
H
N
X
X
N
N
N
 
 Fig.1.2 Schematic of inter-conversions among various oxidation 
states and protonated/deprotonated states in polyaniline 
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Acid doping means acidic/basic doping/dedoping due to the protonation and 
deprotonation process of PANI. This is a reversible process which provides a great 
potential for the application of PANI in various fields. Generally, a complete acidic 
doping process means the emeraldine base (EB) state is converted to the emeraldine salt 
(ES) state of PANI, which results from the protonation of the imine sites associated with 
quinonoid groups in the presence of a strong acid (HCl, H2SO4). This makes the 
insulating PANI base of EB conductive. This doping process was demonstrated by 
Nicolas-Debarnot et al.13
 
and shown in Fig.1-3. At the last step, a formation of PEB 
bipolaron leads to a great increase in conductivity due to delocalization of charge and 
spins along the backbone of PANI.  
H
N
H
N
H
N
H
N
X
polyleucoemeraldine base
oxidative doping
(chemically or electrochemically)
-2e
+2Cl
H
N
H
N
H
N
H
N
X
polyemeraldine salt(p-type)
H
N
H
N N N
X
polyemeraldine base
Cl Cl
acidic doping
+2HCl
and rearrangement
 
 
 
Two types of doping exist in PANI during the electrochemical polymerization of 
aniline by cyclic voltammetry. According to polarization theory47, PANI produced can 
exist in a base (EB) (A), a bipolaron (B) (ES), and two polarons (C) (PB). The EB form 
of PANI contains benzenoid and quinonoid rings in a ratio of 3:1; it is diamagnetic and 
insulating and its paramagnetic centers and conductivity would appear only if it is 
protonated (doped). Protonation leads to the appearance of positively charged 
paramagnetic polarons and diamagnetic bipolarons. Two polarons (C) can recombine to 
form one bipolaron (B). Conductivity can be a result of motions between polarons and 
bipolarons. Bipolarons prevail in the salt from of PANI (Emeraldine Base). All these 
inter-conversions can be presented clearly in cyclic voltammograms42, 47.
  
Fig.1.3 Doping mechanism of polyaniline13
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Typical cyclic voltammogram of PANI includes two main redox couples. The 
anodic peak at 0.2 ~ 0.3V (vs. SCE) is due to the formation of a mono-cation radical; the 
anodic peak near 0.8 V (vs. SCE) corresponds to the oxidation of ES followed by 
deprotonation of the polymer giving the fully oxidized pernigraniline form. This anodic 
process is responsible for the generation of di-radical di-cations in PANI structure 
resulting from the head to tail addition of monomer units.52,53
 
In case of the potential > 
0.8V, the di-radical di-cation acts as an energetic elector-pile capable of interacting with 
neutral aniline molecule to result in further growth. Middle peak (around 0.5 V) in cyclic 
voltammograms is a disputable peak. Dhawan et al.40 suggested adsorption of 
quinone/hydroquinone generated during the growth of the polymer, and the increase in 
this peak further with an increase in quinone/hydroquinone externally in the electrolyte. 
However, Chen et al 52, 54
 
group and other groups55, 56gave a different explanation: the 
presence of redox peaks around 0.5V (vs Ag/AgCl) in CVs was often considered as the 
argument for p-benzoquinone (BQ) and hydroquinone (HQ) formation. 
 
1.5 Properties of polyaniline 
 
1.5.1 Low solubility 
Low solubility is one of the properties of hydrochloride polyemeraldine salt(PES) 
(PANI-Cl). Most of other PESs doped with small size dopants have this drawback. 
Therefore, many approaches have been tried to improve the solubility of PANI salts. On 
the one hand, they can be achieved by using other dopants instead of HCl, H2SO4 in the 
monomer solution. For instance, lithium salts, 57
 
big-size dopants, or polymeric acids 
(such as polyacrylic acid58, 59) are often employed. Additionally, voluminous acids (such 
as acrylic acid60, 61) and long-chain sulfuric acids (for example, camphorsulfonic acid 
(CSA), 62, 63
 
dodecylbenzenfulfonic acid (DBSA) 64, 65) have also been used as dopants of 
PANI.  
On the other hand, introducing functional substitutions of hydrogen atom either in 
the aniline ring in various positions or in the nitrogen of amino group is another 
important method to improve the solubility of PANI films. The usual functional groups 
used are – R or –OR (R = alkyl). Some of such groups lead to modified polymers soluble 
in water, such as –OCH3 and –OC2H5 instead of hydrogen in the aniline ring, but this also 
weakens conductivity to as low as 10-1
 
~ 10-3
 
S.cm-1. N-substituted PANI dissolves in 
some organic solvents, 66, 67
 
but has reduced thermal stability compared with PANI.68
 
‘Self-doped’ PANI, whose substitution is an acidic group like –SO3H, -COOH, has better 
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solubility, 67, 69
 
but lower thermal stability.70 
 
1.5.2 Good thermal stability 
Good thermal stability is another attractive property of PANI. It is recognized that 
PANI has good temperature stability up to 400°C in N2.71, 72 Counter ions in the PANI 
chains influence the thermal properties of PANI. The introduction of –SO3H in aniline 
ring can weaken the thermal stability of aniline.70 Many studies reported the change of 
PANI structure during heating at high temperature. Several cross-linking structures 
resulting from degradation of PANI during heating were proposed. It is reported that 
cross-linking started at around 200˚C controversially.73-76 
 
1.5.3Rapid switching rate 
Rapid switching rate is a peculiarity in the electrochemical switching response 
even in a thick PANI film. If the propagation of charge were to occur by means of 
exchange of charge or diffusion as in ordinary immobilized redox polymers, the 
conversion rate might decrease in accordance with the diffusion equation. Nevertheless, 
the rate does not vary with the time. The conversion at the films a thick as δ = 1mm is 
completed in a second. If it were to be controlled by diffusion, the diffusion coefficient 
should be an unexpected value D=δ2/t = 10-2 cm2s-1.The question has been solved by 
introducing a model of the propagation of the conducting zone.77 The model mentions 
that the insulating species is electrochemically converted at the electrode into the 
conducting species, which is connected electrically with the electrode. Consequently the 
conducting zone growing from the electrode works as a metal-like electrode, forming a 
clear moving boundary with the insulating zone. The electrochemically reaction occurs at 
the boundary as if the electrode were to invade the film. The propagation has been 
demonstrated by several kinds of experiments including the direct visual observation at 
Aoki’s laboratory.78-80 
 
1.5.4 Hysteresis  
Hysteresis appears typically in the cyclic voltammogram. Not only the current but 
also the other response in visible spectrometry81 ESR82 and ellipsometry, conductivity vs. 
potential curves83, photo-luminescence vs. potential curves84, in the beam deflection85 
amounts of anion sorption by means of the radiotracer analysis86and in in-situ 
measurements by electrochemical quartz crystal microbalance87 show time and potential- 
dependence. Since potential is varied with the time at ordinary measurements, a 
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hysteresis loop is observed. Even quite slow measurements causes still the hysteresis 
loop. Although the slow relaxation may be implicated in the hysteresis, it does not 
explain the dependence on the direction of the potential scan. 
 
1.6 Latex suspensions  
A latex suspension is solution suspended with polymer particles. Latex has been 
extensively used for commercial applications, such as drug delivery systems, medical 
assay kits, surface coatings, additives in paper, adhesives inks, paints and rubber. The 
increase in the utilization of polymer colloids over the last two decades is due to a great 
number of factors. For instance, water based systems avoid environmental problems 
associated with organic solvent-based systems.  
Since the monodispersed polymeric microspheres were produced by first by 
Ugelstad et al.88 the synthetic techniques of polymer colloids have been extensively 
developed in this field. Up to now, the particle size, surface charge density and types of 
the charge groups can be controlled by varying the conditions of the polymerization. 
Latex particles are almost close to ideal for monodispered, uniform size, smooth surface, 
firmly attached surface functional groups, or virtually zero dielectric constant in 
comparison with water. The synthetic control of polymer colloids has been opened to 
extensive applications for electrokinetic89-91 and colloidal stability phenomena92. 
Versatile polymer colloids have been developed to some fields different from classical 
science in colloids. 
The spherical shape and narrow size distribution of polymer particles, such as 
melamine resin, poly (methyl methacrylate) and polystyrene are suitable for size 
standards for instrumental calibration and carriers in antibody diagnostic tests. Quality 
control is an important feature for industrial products. For checking the quality, different 
tests and analytical methods used on latex polymers are discussed. Recently the tests 
have been used as model systems for the simulation of colloidal phenomena, including 
nucleation, crystallization and formation of glasses. The low viscosity of latexes allows a 
high rate of heat transfer during polymerization and excellent flow over substrates to be 
coated. Water can then be evaporated to form a polymer film. The visualization and the 
long time scale of the Brownian and thermal motion of polymer colloids enable us to 
make real time observations on various phenomena, which have been impossible for 
atomic and molecular systems. Thus, polymer colloids are realistic models for atoms and 
molecules. 
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Purification of polymer colloids can be performed with ion exchange or 
centrifugation. The former takes advantages of specific electric charge immobilized on 
microsphere surface, while the later utilizes sedimentation speed of large particles. After 
preparation, the surface properties may be changed by the purification method employed 
or simply from prolonged storage. Indeed, detected surface groups depended on 
purification, although a common method was used for synthesis.93 Different techniques 
have been developed, including centrifugation/decantation,94 stream stripping, 95serum 
exchange, 96 filtration, 97 and activated charcoal cloth98. It has been found that serum 
replacement is a reliable and easy method to clean latex suspension96. Nevertheless, the 
ion form of latex purified by serum replacement is only achieved after ion-exchange with 
resins. An iterating process of centrifugation/redispersion is probably the best method of 
removing oligomer chains from the surface of polymer colloids97. The deionization of 
latex suspension plays a decisive role in the formation of fluid-like crystalline, or 
amorphous inter-particle structure99. Ions are taken in by exposing polymer colloids to air, 
and hence preservation is a key of sufficient deionization. 
 
1.7 Core-shell structures 
Core-shell particles are typically spherical consisting of a core covered by a thin 
layer shell. The core works as keeping a given geometry and size, whereas the shell 
provide the functionalities of particles such as hydrophobicity/ hydrophilicity, chemical 
affinity, charge-charge interaction, and dispersibility in dispersant. Recently, core-shell 
particles have been applied in various fields like catalysis, fluorescent diagnostic labels, 
photonic crystals and sensors. Such composite materials show interesting optical, 
electrical, surface chemical and catalytic properties which are totally different from either 
of the core or shell materials. The properties can be altered simply by changing the 
thickness of the shell; or core to shell ratio. Therefore it is interesting to alter the relative 
ratio of core to shell in order to optimize the desired optical, electrical, magnetic and 
catalytic properties. The ability to fabricate materials into spherical geometries, either 
hollow or solid, provides components with important performance capabilities for a wide 
variety of products100.  
An advantage of core-shell particles lies in simple modification of the shell to 
exhibit functionalities. Consequently, these particles are useful in a broad range of 
applications. For example, shells are tailored to keep the core dispersed in a solvent and 
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are applied to protecting the core of medicines from dissolution or hydrolysis101. The 
core-shell particles with different glass transition temperatures can be used to modify the 
mechanical properties of thermoplastic102, 103 and to manufacture polymeric 
nanocomposite materials with a periodic structure 104-106.  
The properties of the core-shell particles largely depend on the morphological 
feature of the particles, which is governed by polymerization parameters and 
conditions107. These particles are usually synthesized by a two-stage emulsion polymeri- 
zation. The core latex particles are firstly obtained by emulsion polymerization, on which 
the shell is co-polymerized by two addition modes of monomers. One is the addition 
process: dropwise method108, 109, the other is the batch process: swelling method 110,111. 
Techniques of preparing of core-shell materials include intramicellar polymerization112,113, 
co-polymerization of hydrophobic core with hydrophilic shells114-116 and template- 
directed living polymerization117-119. Advances in the preparation of core-shell materials 
have been reviewed recently 120.  
Usually in the core-shell structures the material of interest is exposed on the surface 
as a shell. The core has a templating function and controls the form and the size of the 
composite. It is possible to get the colloidal suspensions of different optical, electrical, 
adsorption, surface charge and catalytic properties by changing simply the shell materials 
or thickness on the same core. Property of the shell determines the hydrophobicity and 
hydrophilicity of the particle in the suspension. For example, introduction of sulfonated 
group to the shell facilitates dispersion of particles in aqueous suspension by ion-ion 
repulsion. Properties of the shell play important role on applications, especially in the 
biomedical field 121, 122, microelectronics123, sensor 124, 125 etc. Poly (N-vinylpyrrolidone) 
(PVP)stabilized polystyrene latex particle was chosen as a model core substrate partly 
because it is rigid at room temperature or has high glass temperature, and partly because 
it can easily be synthesized with narrow size distribution (uniformity1.01) via dispersion 
polymerization.126, 127 
Recently, several research groups have reported the chemical synthesis of 
conducting polymer coated core-shell particles where the core consists of nonconducting 
materials128. The first report129 described that sterically stabilized polyurethane latex 
particles could be coated with either PPy or PANI in aqueous media to form composite 
particles with good colloidal stability. The monodisperse poly (acrylamide-co-styrene) 
seeds were prepared by emulsifier-free emulsion polymerization, the poly-(acrylamide) 
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or poly(acrylamide-co-butylmethacrylate) shells were fabricated on the seeds by free 
radical polymerization, and the core-shell microspheres with poly (acrylamide)/poly- 
(acrylic acid) based interpenetrating polymer network shells were finished by a method 
of sequential interpenetrating polymer network synthesis130. Armes group have 
extensively studied the coating of micrometer-sized polystyrene latexes with various 
conducting polymers, such as PPy131-134, PANI135-137 and PEDOT138, 139. A thin overlayer 
of conducting polymer was found to form on the PS particle, yielding core-shell particle 
morphology, which was evidenced directly by solvent extraction and scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM) 134. The reasonably good colloidal stability may be maintained, 
provided that the conducting polymer is deposited inside the solvated steric stabilizer 
layer. Otherwise, the composite particles start to weakly aggregate. For example, Armes 
group found that the PPy was deposited as 10-20nm nanoparticles onto 130nm diameter 
PS latex, instead of the anticipated core-shell structure, leading to weak 
hetero-flocculation140, 141.  
These core-shell particles were extensively characterized in the light of their 
conducting polymer loadings, colloidal stabilities, surface compositions and solid state 
electrical conductivities. Various techniques have been used to the characterization of 
these latex particles. They are electron microscopy, such as SEM, tunneling electron 
microscopy; scanning force microscopy (SFM), atomic force microscopy (AFM) and 
solvent extraction were used to study the surface morphology of the conducting polymer 
overlayer. The dried conducting polymer coated latexes were immersed in 
tetrahydrofuran (THF) for 24 h, which resulted in complete dissolution of the underlying 
PS latex core. SEM studies of the insoluble conducting polymer residues after 
quantitative extraction reveal “broken egg-shell” morphology128. Fourier transform 
infrared (FTIR) and Raman spectroscopy give further evidences for the surface 
composite of the conducting polymer overlayer and confirm the loss of PS. Meanwhile, 
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) as well as SFM can reveal the uniformity and 
homogeneity of the overlayers131-134, 142, because XPS sampling depth is typically only 
2-5nm. With unique elemental marker (bromine, nitrogen and sulfur respectively), XPS 
technique can clearly identify the latex core, steric stabilizer and conducting polymer 
overlayer. Disk centrifuge photosedimentometry is an excellent technique for assessing 
the relative colloid stabilities of conducting polymer coated latexes142, 143. It was found 
that the colloid stability of these core-shell latexes could be retained if the conducting 
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polymer overlayer thickness was less than the dimensions of the steric stabilizer layer. In 
order to optimize the conducting polymer loading, the total surface area of the latex 
particles could be measured by means of the classical nitrogen adsorption BET technique. 
The minimum conducting polymer loading required for well-defined “egg-shell” was 
about 5-6% by mass of core144. Conductivities of conducting polymer coated latexes 
were determined using standard four-point probe techniques. Conductivities as high as 2 
Scm-1 were achieved for the overlayer containing as little as 5.1 (wt) %143. These 
conducting polymer coated latexes have high conductivities, mainly because electric 
current can easily pass through the overlayer of conducting polymer without passing 
through the underlying PS latex core with low conductivity. 
In terms of their narrow size distributions, low particle densities, and ease of 
synthesis, a series of conducting polymer coated latex particles have been used as model 
projectiles for fundamental studies of the physics of hypervelocity impact145. The 
overlayer of conducting polymer permits the latex particles to acquire substantial surface 
charge and hence could be accelerated using a Van de Graff accelerator146. It is said that 
this could lead to a better understanding of the behavior of cosmic dust particles.  
 
1.8 Uniform and monodispersed particles 
Colloidal particles as a model of electrode reactions should be uniform and 
monodispersed. Monodispersed particles have been applied to paints, catalysts, ceramics, 
electromagnetic materials, and photographic emulsions. They are also found in nature 
materials such as blood, milk, and liposomes147-150. Uniform microsphere particle size is 
important for drug delivery systems, because the distribution of the microspheres within 
the body is greatly affected by the particle size151. They are produced by dispersion or 
emulsion polymerizations. In both processes, the reaction temperature and stirring rate 
must be adequately controlled. The nucleation stage must be short. The particle growth 
must be approximately constant. The following must be avoided: multiple nucleations, 
random coagulation, and the presence of impurities or inhibitors152, 153. Then properties 
of the colloid may be controlled by charge, the geometry, the size, their counterions and 
the dispersion medium154. A composite conducting particle with highly colloidal stability 
has been synthesized by use of non-ionic surfactant155-158. This technique provides 
particles with a narrow size distribution, especially when polystyrene is used for the 
core.159, 160  
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Some synthetic techniques have been reported on monodispersed particles. Juang 
and Krieger developed an emulsifier-free synthesis of styrene with sodium styrene 
sulfonated as an ionic co-monomer161. Advantages of this method are to provide 
uniformity of the particles and high density of charge owing to incorporation of the 
sulfonated co-monomer. When the latex suspension at high volume fraction is deionized 
sufficiently, it shows an order structure162-164 so that it shows a brilliant iridescent color in 
addition to the milky white color. The ordering distribution of the latex particles is 
believed to be caused by electrostatic interactions between particles. The mechanism of 
this interaction remains uncertain although some explanations have been made by use of 
the DLVO theory. Video-supported observation of the displacement of particles has been 
used to evaluate the diffusion co-efficient165, 166, which is satisfied by the Einstein theory 
of Brownian motion. The transmitted light spectrum has been applied to estimating the 
ordered microstructure and the inter-particle interaction167. The diffracted light is very 
sensitive to the spacing between the particles. As a result, we can believe that the latex 
colloidal crystal may be applied to an optical devices and a chemical sensor etc. 168. 
 
1.9 Objective of this work 
Electrochemical detection of a single molecule has been topics with an expectation 
that the single molecular event level will allow one to uncover a molecular image of 
chemical kinetics. The direct detection of an electron transferred in one second might 
require as high sensitivity as 10-19A in current, which is actually outside the range of 
measurement by means of conventional electric circuits. An alternative method is to use a 
molecule with a large number of electrons transferred. The total number of electrons in 
an overall electrode reaction is often less than ten. However, even large dendritic 
molecules (the number of electrons transferred are 32) show only the same 
electrochemical behavior as for the single redox site, because there is no interaction 
between redox sites in a molecules169, 170. Another electrochemical approach is to 
simulate a redox species with an artificially enlarged redox particle which have an 
extremely large value of a number of charge transferred. A candidate of the required latex 
particles is the conducting polymer immobilized directly on the latex particles. Since it is 
almost spherical as well as monodispersed, it can be regarded as a model of a scaled-up 
redox species as if it were a soluble ion with an extremely large value of charge 
transferred. If the value is large enough, the current of electrode reaction can be 
measured by a conventional instrument.  
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 The PANI-PS latex is synthesized by the chemical polymerization of aniline on the 
polystyrene core, and purification by centrifugation/redispersion at low temperature. The 
PANI-PS particles are almost spherical, monodispersed and have core-shell structure.  
Since the PANI-PS particles were successfully synthesized, we have some questions 
about the PANI-PS particles. For example, what is the geometry of the particles? What 
are the components of the particle? How about of the electrochemical behavior of the 
particles? What is the transferred number of charges per particle in the electrochemical 
detection? If the electrochemical detection is made at electrode similar to the size of 
particle, what happens? When PANI-PS particles are adsorbed on electrode, what is the 
relation of the adsorption and the electroactivity? How much is the adsorption force? 
How we can obtain the force and the electrochemical activity?  
This thesis is devoted to responding to the above questions through the synthesis of 
the PANI-PS particles; their electrode behavior; the relation between the adsorption force 
and electroactivity. Specifically, it covers that how to realize the electrode behavior of 
particles as a redox species while the particle size far less than and similar electrode. 
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Chapter 2 
Electrode processes of small 
 polyaniline-coated latex suspensions 
 
2.1. Introduction 
Most electrically conducting polymers are insoluble in their doped, conducting state 
and hence suffer from poor processability. A simple technique of enhancing proessability 
is to make stable colloidal suspensions comprising monodisperse particles, i.e., latexes. 
Latex particles of polypyrrole have been synthesized by oxidation of pyrrole in the 
presence of water-soluble polymers such as methyl cellulose1 and poly(vinyl alcohol)2,3. 
Similarly, synthesis of polyaniline latex particles has been achieved via dispersion 
polymerization4-6 as well as emulsion polymerization7. 
An interesting application of these colloidal particles is as a model of redox ions in 
electrochemical reactions. Charge transfer reactions should be charge-neutral overall due 
to counter-ion participation. However, rates of charge transfer for conducting polymer 
latex particles may be retarded by an insufficient supply of counter-ions due to their slow 
penetration into the center of the latex particle. Therefore, it is desirable that the 
conducting polymer component should be present only as a thin film encapsulating the 
latex particles. Several examples of such conducting polymer-based "core-shell" latex 
particles have been recently synthesized, e.g., polypyrrolepolystyrene8-14, polyaniline- 
polystyrene10,11,15-17, and poly(3-methylthiophene)-polystyrene-polybutadiene10. 
Electrochemical measurements have been reported for suspensions of core-shell 
polyaniline-polystyrene latex particles18-20. Unfortunately, the characteristic current- 
voltage curve obtained for these latter core-shell particles was inconsistent with the typical 
curves reported for polyaniline films20, and hence redox species were not confirmed.  
Electrochemical data obtained from conventional poly(4-styrenesulfonic acid) latex 
suspensions have been explained in terms of the reduction currents due to hydronium ion. 
These investigations include salt concentration effects of the limiting current21-23 
temperature dependence of the limiting current kinetics24, electrochemically induced 
chromatic changes in latex suspensions25, correlation between the limiting current and the 
conductance of the suspension26, and electrochemically driven distributions of latex 
particles27. In each of these studies, the redox species was demonstrated to be hydronium 
ion, i.e., the counter-ion of the poly(4-styrenesulfonic acid) latex, and this species was used 
as a probe to rationalize the specific behavior of the suspension. In contrast, 
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voltammograms of suspensions of polyaniline-coated latex particles are different from 
those of conventional polyaniline-coated films in that no wave was found for the 
electrochemical transformation between the electric conducting and the insulating state18-20. 
Instead, the formation of nitrenium cation28 or cross-linked polyaniline29 was observed, 
which has often been reported for aged polyaniline films30. We considered that this aging 
problem might be alleviated if more care was taken during the centrifugation/ redispersion 
cycles used to purify the polyaniline-coated latex particles. More specifically, preliminary 
experiments confirmed that the aging effects were suppressed when low-temperature 
centrifugation was utilized. In this report we describe the synthesis of polyaniline-coated 
polystyrene latex (PANI-PS latex) using this improved purification protocol; 
electrochemical studies of the resulting PANI-PS latex revealed irreversible voltammetric 
waves, which have not been previously observed at conventional polyaniline-coated 
electrodes.  
 
2.2 Experimental Section 
 
2.2.1 Chemicals and Synthesis  
Styrene was purified by distillation under vacuum at 60˚C. Poly(N-vinylpyrrolidone) 
(PVP) of 360000 g mol-1 was used as a stabilizer or a surfactant during the dispersion 
polymerization of styrene. Ammonium peroxydisulfate, aniline hydrochloride, 
α-azoisobutyronitrile (AIBN), 2-propanol, and the PVP were used as received. All aqueous 
solutions were prepared with deionized water.  
PVP (2.1 g) was dissolved in 120 cm3 of 2-propanol in a three-necked round-bottomed 
flask. The mixture was heated to 70 ˚C under a nitrogen purge for 24 h. A solution of 
styrene (15 g) containing AIBN (0.15 g) was added dropwise over 40 min to the vigorously 
stirred PVP/2-propanol solution, which was maintained at 70 ˚C for 24 h. The resulting 
milky-white mixture was centrifuged, the supernatant was decanted and replaced with 
deionized water, and the white sediment was redispersed. This centrifugation-redispersion 
cycle was repeated several times in order to remove nonadsorbed PVP stabilizer.  
Aniline hydrochloride (8.6 mmol) and 10.7 mmol of ammonium persulfate oxidant 
(1.25:1 oxidant/monomer molar ratio) were added to 100 cm3 of a 4% latex suspension; 
this stirred reaction mixture was maintained at 0 ˚C for 7 h and at room temperature for 
further 24 h. Centrifugation was carried out at 0 ˚C using a refrigeration system and led to 
the dispersion separating into three layers. The second layer contained fragments of 
polyaniline. The bottom layer, which contained a high proportion of the polyaniline- 
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coated latex, was redispersed in 0.1 M H2SO4 solution. This suspension was centrifuged 
several times at 0˚C until the H2SO4 solution layer became clear, producing purified 
PANI-PS latex. This protocol yielded a polyaniline loading of around 20% by mass, as 
judged by nitrogen microanalyses (the nitrogen content of the PANI-PS latex (N = 2.12%) 
was compared to that of bulk polyaniline (N = 10.5%)).  
 
2.2.2 Electrochemistry 
A platinum disk (1.6 mm diameter) was used as a voltammetric working electrode. The 
electrode surface was polished with 0.3μm alumina powder before each experiment. The 
platinum wire and the Ag|AgCl electrode were used as a counter electrode and a reference 
electrode, respectively. Voltammetry measurements were made using a HECS-1112 
potentiostat (Fuso, Kawasaki) on PANI-PS latex suspensions that also contained H2SO4 
and PVP stabilizer.  
Bulk electrolysis was made at two platinum mesh electrodes (mesh 80, BAS, Tokyo), 
35×26 mm2, and at the Ag|AgCl reference electrode. Although a one-compartment glass 
cell was used for the bulk electrolysis, the working and the counter electrodes were 
actually separated with a Spectra/Por dialysis cellulose tube (Funakoshi Co.). The 
electrode configuration was a roll concentric shape, i.e., the Ag|AgCl rod was rolled 
around the working mesh electrode, the dialysis membrane, and the counter mesh electrode, 
concentrically. The electrode surface was pretreated by a cyclic potential sweep in 0.1 M 
H2SO4 solution for at least 20 min prior to bulk electrolysis. The PANI-PS latex was stirred 
vigorously with a magnetic stirrer during the bulk electrolysis.  
A pressed pellet of the dried latex particles was prepared using a KBr press, and dc 
conductivity measurements were carried out at room temperature using a homemade 
four-point probe apparatus. The room-temperature conductivity of the pressed pellet made 
from the dried PANI-PS latex particles was approximately 0.014Scm-1. This value is 2 
orders of magnitude lower than the conductivity normally obtained for PANI bulk powder 
(1-10 S cm-1). A digital optical photomicrograph of the PANI-PS latex particles was 
obtained with a VMS-1900 (Scalar) video microscope and was transferred to a PC using a 
USB-MPG capture board. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) studies were carried out 
using a Leo S420 Stereoscan instrument at an accelerating voltage of 20-25 kV and a probe 
current of 5 pA. The PANI-PS latexes were sputter-coated with gold using an Edwards 
S150 Sputter Coater prior to examination to prevent sample charging problems. The 
underlying PS cores were extracted by immersing the dried latex (in the form of a pressed 
pellet) in THF for 24 h at 20˚C. The insoluble PANI residue that remained after extraction 
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was examined by scanning electron microscopy (SEM).  
 
2.3 Results and Discussion 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The PANI-PS latex was dark green and hence identical with the color of 
electrochemically polymerized polyaniline films. It was dispersed in aqueous solution to 
yield a suspension, as shown in Figure 2.1. The photograph was taken when the suspension 
was dropped onto a glass plate, over which a cover glass was mounted so that the PANI-PS 
latex particles were arranged two-dimensionally. Observation by video microscope showed 
that each particle was subject to Brownian motion. When the suspension of the PANI-PS 
latex in acid was allowed to stand for a few weeks without mixing, gravitational 
sedimentation occurred but the sedimentary particles could be easily redispersed. The 
diameter of the wet PANI-PS latex particles was 1.62 ± 0.05μm, whereas the diameter of 
the original polystyrene particle prior to coating with polyaniline was 1.58 ± 0.05μm using 
the micrographs. Thus the thickness of the polyaniline layer was estimated to be ca. 0.02 
μm. The average density of the particle is calculated to be 1.08 ± 0.04 g cm-3 from the 
density of polyaniline (1.46 g cm-3)17 and that of polystyrene (1.05 g cm-3) and the 
thickness. On the other hand, we evaluated the average density from the result by the 
nitrogen microanalysis (20% aniline loading). Then the average density is 1.11 g cm-3, 
which is within the error obtained from the geometrical size. The mean mass of each 
PANI-PS particle is 2.4 pg. In this report we express the concentration of the PANI-PS 
latex in terms of molarity; i.e., the latex particles are treated as molecular species.  
 
Figure 2.1 Photograph of the suspension of PANI-PS latex dispersed in 
0.10 M H2SO4 + 3.0 wt % PVP obtained by a video microscope. 
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Immersion of PANI-PS particles in tetrahydrofuran (THF) should extract the soluble 
polystyrene latex cores but not the insoluble PANI shells. SEM inspection of the PANI-PS 
particles that were subjected to THF extraction confirmed that the remaining PANI 
residues had a ‘broken egg shell’ morphology; see Figure2.2. This observation is 
convincing evidence that the original PANI-PS latex had a ‘core-shell’ morphology, as 
anticipated.  
Figure2.3 shows cyclic voltammograms of two types of PANI-PS latexes, one being 
purified with a refrigerated centrifuge and the other with an ordinary centrifuge. Two 
predominant waves are at 0.2 V (Figure2.3a) and 0.5 V (Figure2.3b). The former has been 
attributed to the redox conversion of leucoemeraldine (the insulating state) to emeraldine 
(the conducting state), as observed for electropolymerized films31. In contrast, the wave at 
0.5 V has been attributed to the reaction of nitrenium cation28 or cross-linking of 
polyaniline29 and is of no concern in the present study. The waves at 0.2 V dominated 
those at 0.5 V for the PANI-PS latex purified by refrigerated centrifugation. Thus this 
purification protocol is important for investigating the conversion between the conducting 
and the insulating state. 
Bulk electrolysis was carried out in order to obtain the mean redox charge per particle. 
The rest potential of the PANI-PS latex was around 0.3 V, indicating that the polyaniline 
overlayer should be in its emeraldine state. Therefore -0.2 V was applied to the stirred 
suspension (which also contained 0.1 M H2SO4 and PVP) so as to measure the time 
dependence of the reduction current from emeraldine to leucoemeraldine. The cathodic 
Figure2.2. Scanning electron micrograph of the PANI residues that 
remained after THF extraction of the PANI-PS particles. 
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current, I , decreased with electrolysis time, t. Although the predicted variation of the 
current vs time curve has been well documented32, it is described here in order to specify 
the assumptions.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Let the concentration of the emeraldine (conducting) PANI-PS latex suspension at time 
t be c. Let the number of electrons transferred per particle and the volume of the 
suspension be n and V, respectively. Then the charge balance by the reduction current is 
expressed by 
)*(d ||
0
ccnFVtI
t −=∫                                   (2-1)              
where c* is the bulk concentration at t = 0 and F is the Faraday constant. The current is 
proportional to n and c and is given by 
nFkcI =||                                                              (2-2) 
where k is a constant. Eliminating c from eq.(2-1) and (2-2) and differentiating the 
resulting equation with respect to t, we obtain 
tVkII d)/(/d −=                                                         (2-3) 
which, on integration with respect to time t, yields 
tVknFkcI )/(*ln −=                                                        (2-4) 
 
Figure2. 3  Cyclic voltammograms of the PANI-PS latex dispersed in 0.10 M H2SO4
+ 3.0 wt % PVP: (a) purified at low temperature using a refrigeration-equipped 
centrifuge; (b) purified at ambient temperature using an ordinary centrifuge 
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This equation predicts a linear relation between ln I and t. A linear relationship was 
observed after 10 min. From the exp[intercept]/[slope] ratio in the linear part, we evaluated 
n to be 1.73 × 109. This indicates that the density population of polyaniline redox sites is 
208nm-2 (= (1.73 × 109)/4πr2). Since the volume of an aniline molecule can be estimated 
from its molar volume to be 0.12 nm3, the density of aniline molecules is 0.12-2/3 = 4.1 
nm-2. If one electron is transferred at every two aniline segments, the polyaniline coating 
comprises 24 (=208/ (4.1 × 2)) layers of redox units in average.  
From the value of n, we estimate the amount of polyaniline per particle. Since 
emeraldine is composed of two aniline units and one hydrogen sulfate as a dopant, the 
average repeat unit mass for hydrogen sulfate-doped polyaniline is 139.5 g mol-1. It is 
assumed that the oxidation is caused by the one electron transfer per two aniline units. 
Then the weight of the polyaniline per particle can be evaluated to be 0.80 (2n × 139.5/6 × 
1023) pg. This corresponds to a mean polyaniline mass loading of 0.80/2.4 = 34%, which is 
somewhat larger than the 20% loading obtained from nitrogen microanalyses. The 
overestimation of n is due to a contribution of the charge of the diffuse-layer capacitance in 
the polyaniline layer.  
Cyclic voltammograms of the conversion between emeraldine and leucoemeraldine are 
shown at various potential scan rates in Figure 4. Since the bulk PANI-PS latex is in its 
-0.2 0 0.2 0.4
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I /
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Figure2. 4 Cyclic voltammograms of the interconversion between emeraldine 
and leucoemeraldine at a Pt disk electrode for a dilute suspension of 20 pM 
PANI-PS latex dispersed in 0.1 M H2SO4 + 3.0 wt % PVP. The potential scan 
rates are (a) 10, (b) 20, (c) 30, and (d) 50 mV s-1, respectively.  
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emeraldine state, the potential scan began from this state at 0.4 V. A well-defined cathodic 
wave with a half-wave potential at ca. 0.2 V was observed, whereas the anodic wave for 
the reverse scan was very small and ill-defined. This irreversibility will be discussed later.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In Figure2.5, the cathodic peak current was plotted against the scan rate, v, for two 
concentrations of the PANI-PS latex suspension. The peak current at the low concentration 
was proportional to v, suggesting a surface wave by adsorption. An obvious demonstration 
of the adsorption is the presence of the particles on the electrode surface by video 
microscopy. Figure 6 shows an example of such digital photographs, showing areas of 
adsorbed PANI-PS latex particles. These particles could not be moved even by using a 
water jet impinging on the surface. Unfortunately, the number of the adsorbed particles 
varied so much from electrode to electrode that the adsorbed charge could not be 
determined unequivocally. In contrast, the direct proportionality of Ip with v at high 
concentration holds only for slow scan rates, and the cathodic peak current at high scan 
rates deviated in the lower direction from the proportionality (open triangles in Figure2.5). 
We replotted the current against v1/2 (full triangles in Figure2.5). A linear relationship was 
found, although the line of best fit does not pass through the origin. This linearity implies a 
diffusional contribution of the PANI-PS latex to the current.  
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Figure2. 5 Dependence of the cathodic peak current, Ip, on scan time, v, for dilute 
suspensions containing (circles) 2 and (open triangles) 20 pM PANI-PS latex, 
respectively. The upper x axis is v1/2 for the 20 pM PANI-PS latex. 
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A diffusion-controlled peak current of the n-electron reaction is expressed by33 
(2-5) 
where c* is the bulk concentration, A is the electrode area, and D is the diffusion 
coefficient. According to the derivation of eq (2-5), the term n3/2 is ascribed to the product 
of the n electron contribution per redox site and the term n1/2 is ascribed to a coupling 
between the Nernst equation and diffusion. In other words, the former is equivalent to the 
one electron transfer redox system in which the concentration is increased by n times. 
Therefore, the current and the charge are proportional to n, as represented by eqs (2-1) and 
(2-2). In contrast, the latter is the number of the electrons that transfer simultaneously 
during the redox reaction and is relevant to the shape of current-voltage curves in the 
Nernst equation. We denote this number as n1. There is no n1 term included in eq.(2-4) 
because there is no potential scan in the bulk electrolysis. We distinguish between the two 
roles of n to rewrite eq.(2-5) as 
2/1
1
2/1
p )/()(*446.0 RTFnDvAnFcI =                                       (2-6) 
The value of n in eq.(2-6) corresponds to the number of redox sites per PANI-PS latex 
particle and may be close to 1.73 × 109. In contrast, n1 depends on how widely the redox 
sites interact with each other within the polyaniline overlayer. If two and four neighboring 
aromatic rings in polyaniline are taken to be a unit of the reaction, it follows that n1 = 1 and 
2, respectively34. We note that values of c*, D, and n1 in eq. (2-6) are known, whereas n is 
unknown. We estimated D to be 3.02 × 10-9 cm2 s-1 from the Stokes-Einstein equation 35. 
From the slope of the line in the plot of Ip against v1/2 in Figure2.5, we evaluated n to be 1.8 
 
Figure2.6 Photograph of the electrode surface after the potential was 
scanned between 0.2 and -0.2 V for a dilute suspension of 2 pM PANI-PS 
latex despersed in 0.10 M H2SO4 + 3.0 wt % PVP. 
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× 109 and 1.3 × 109 for n1 = 1 and 2, respectively. Thus either value of n1 gives n values of 
the order of 109. It follows that most of the polyaniline overlayer can be reduced at the 
electrode.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
To circumvent the ambiguity of n1 in the above analysis, we carried out 
chronoamperometric measurements at various potentials, stepped from 0.4 V. Before each 
run, the suspension was stirred in order to recover the depletion of the concentration by 
previous electrode reactions. The currents at a given time were plotted against potentials, 
as shown in Figure 2.7. These curves correspond to normal-pulse voltammograms without 
the depletion effect. A limiting current domain was observed for -0.2 V < E < 0.0 V, as is 
consistent with the cyclic voltammograms in Figure 2.4. The curve at the short time (5 s) 
shows an insufficient plateau for the limiting current. This fact is consistent with the 
negative shift of the anodic peak potential with increasing sweep rate in Figure2.4. A 
Cottrell plot (the current vs. the inverse square root of the electrolysis time) at -0.15 V 
indicates a straight line with a negative intercept (I = 0.403t-1/2 - 0.027 for 0.22 < t-1/2 < 0.5). 
However, this line does not pass through the origin. Deviation from proportionality has 
also been found in Figure 2.5. From the slope and values of c* and D, we evaluated n to be 
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Figure2.7 Current-potential curves obtained from chronoamperograms at (a) 5, (b) 
10, and (c) 20 s for a dilute suspension of 24 pM PANI-PS latex containing 0.10 M 
H2SO4 + 3.0 wt % PVP. The potential step was made from 0.4 V of the inactive 
domain to several potentials at which the reduction occurs. 
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2.5 × 109. If a straight line is forced to pass through the origin as for the Ip vs v1/2 plot, the 
value of n is 1.8 × 109. This agrees quite well with the value obtained from the linear 
sweep voltammetry. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
It is quite remarkable that most of the charge on 1.6 μm diameter PANI-PS latex 
particles can be transferred by linear sweep voltammetry and chronoamperometry, 
although electron tunneling cannot transfer charge over distances as great as 1 μm. It is 
expected that the emeraldine form is electrically conducting and hence is an electron 
carrier. On the basis of this conduction, we propose a mechanism for reduction as follows; 
this hypothesis is illustrated in Figure2.8.  
 (i) The conducting PANI-PS latex, which has an inner potential ranging from 0.2 to 
0.5 V, makes a random walk in its diffusion toward the electrode.  
(ii) It collides with the electrode and makes electrical contact with the electrode.  
(iii) The PANI overlayer on the latex has the same reduction potential (e.g. -0.1 V) as 
that of the electrode because of its electrical conduction.  
(iv)The whole PANI overlayer surrounding the latex particle is reduced to 
leucoemeraldine owing to (iii). The reduction current flows through the still-conductive 
part of the polyaniline overlayer to the electrode.  
(v) The PANI overlayer becomes insulating and the PANI-PS latex particle leaves the 
electrode. 
-0.1 V
C I
-0.1V 
uniform E 
0.4 V 
propagation of 
conducting 
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Figure2.8 Illustration of the rapid reduction of the semioxidized, electrically 
conductive polyaniline (emeraldine) overlayer on the PANI-PS latex to give an 
electrically insulating polyaniline (leucoemeraldine) overlaye 
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The key processes are steps (iii) and (iv). Since step (iii) does not include any 
dynamics, it occurs on the same time scale as the collision. In contrast, step (iv) contains 
the kinetics of reduction and may be rate determining. Since the reduction occurs 
uniformly within the PANI overlayer as a volume reaction36-41 even at a point far from the 
electrode-contact point of the PANI-PS latex, the whole PANI overlayer on the latex 
(average overlayer thickness of 0.02 μm) can be reduced rapidly. Consequently all the 
PANI in the PANI-PS latex is reduced during a single collision with the electrode. 
Conversely, no anodic wave contribution to the voltammograms in Figure2.4 was actually 
observed. When the potential was kept at -0.2 V for a few minutes and was scanned from 
-0.2 V, the anodic wave became remarkable, as shown in Figure2.3. To increase the 
efficiency of reduction, the PANI-PS latex particles were pressed onto the electrode 
surface to produce a particulate film. Cyclic voltammograms of the mechanically 
compressed PANI-PS latex-coated electrode showed both the anodic and the cathodic 
waves (see Figure 2.9). These waves were reproducible for iterative potential scans. We 
could demonstrate that the anodic current was observed if the PANI-PS latex remained at 
the electrode. Therefore, the irreversibility shown in Figure2.4 is not due to subsequent 
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Figure2. 9 Cyclic voltammograms of the PANI-PS latex coated 
electrode in the solution of 0.1 M H2SO4 at v= 50 mV s-1. The 
PANI-latex was spread mechanically over the electrode surface. 
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chemical side reactions or the sluggish rate of a heterogeneous reaction but due to 
insufficient reaction time during the latex/electrode collision.  
The electrochemical conversion between the conducting and the insulating state is 
known to be asymmetric42, 43. This is because the conducting domain can work as an 
electron carrier like an electrode, whereas the insulating domain cannot. Thus, the 
conducting-to-insulating (C-I) transition occurs over the whole polyaniline film 
simultaneously and rapidly as a volume reaction. On the other hand, the corresponding 
insulating-to-conducting (I-C) transition is subject to the rule of the propagation 
conducting zone39,40, i.e., the insulating part in contact with the electrode is converted into 
the conducting domain, which works as a metal-like electrode. Consequently, the 
conducting zone grows from the electrode toward the solution phase, forming a clear 
boundary between the conducting and the insulating zone38, 40. The I-C process occurs at 
the boundary, while the C-I process takes place within the volume of the whole film42. 
Thus, the latter is much slower than the former. During the I-C conversion, the PANI-PS 
latex particle in contact with the electrode leaves the electrode, and hence the oxidation 
wave cannot be observed.  
 
2.4 Conclusion 
Preparation and purification of PANI-PS latex at low temperature provided a stable 
suspension of high-quality, electrically conductive, redox-active particles. In the presence 
of excess PVP stabilizer the PANI-PS latex particles had sufficient colloidal stability to 
allow electrochemical measurements in sulfuric acid. Each PANI-PS particle has a mean 
redox charge of 1.7×109 electrons, as evaluated from bulk electrolysis experiments. Cyclic 
voltammograms for the C-I and the I-C conversions were both irreversible. The peak 
current of the C-I conversion was adsorption-limited at lower latex concentrations. In 
contrast, it was diffusion-controlled at higher latex concentrations and could be analyzed 
quantitatively. The transferred charge estimated from the diffusion-controlled current using 
cyclic voltammetry and chronoamperometry was consistent with that obtained from bulk 
electrolysis. Thus all the redox charge is reduced during a single collision with the 
electrode. This rapid conversion is ascribed to such high electric conduction of the latex 
surface that the C-I conversion occurs simultaneously over the whole latex surface in a 
volume reaction. In contrast, the I-C conversion hardly occurred, although the PANI-PS 
latex film showed the well-defined I-C conversion wave. The I-C conversion is subject to 
the propagation of the conducting zone and is an interfacial reaction. Therefore this 
conversion rate is much slower than the volume reaction for the C-I conversion. 
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Consequently, voltammograms become asymmetric or irreversible.  
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Chapter 3 
Microelectrode processes of large 
Polyaniline-coated latex suspensions  
3.1 Introduction 
     Detection of individual events of reactions is intriguing in that the events bring out 
an image of a dynamic path of reacting molecules. It has been carried out by means of 
fluorescence techniques1-5 overcoming difficulty in sensitivity as well as rapidity of the 
response. The fluorescence techniques have been applied even to detection of 
electrochemical individual events6. The electrochemical information of the individual 
event might desirably involve charge transfer and mass transport, as have been observed in 
conventional current-potential curves. In order to monitor electrochemically the individual 
events, current should be amplified, discriminated against a noise level. Fan and Bard 
trapped an ion in a microscopic space, and detected the current7,8 with the help of 
amplification due to the redox cycle9. Another method of the amplification is to use redox 
particles with a number of charges such as redox dendrimers10,11, redox latex particles12-25 
and nanoparticles of metals 26 - 31 . The big redox particles are expected to reveal a 
macroscopic view including mass transport, collision with an electrode, and a charge 
transfer step at the collision. 
     This concept has led us to synthesize such large redox particles as polystyrene 
latexes immobilizing hydrogen ion 12-17, polyaniline18-21 and ferrocenyl moiety 22-25. Since 
some of the redox particles can be seen through an optical microscope, the electrode 
behavior has been observed simultaneously together with positioning the particles by the 
microscope16. With an increase in size of particles, complications may occur in 
size-distribution, aggregation in suspension, adsorption on an electrode22 and partial charge 
transfer23-25. The first three problems have been able to be solved by selecting empirically 
synthetic conditions, whereas the last includes an essential subject relevant to charge 
propagation within a particle.  
     A question associated with electrode reactions of huge particles arises: what 
behavior is observed at an electrode of which size is close to the particles. This question 
has been conceived during the study on nanometer-sized electrodes in the context of effects 
of diffuse-double layer32-34 and apparently large values of charge transfer reaction rates35-39. 
However, it is still under debate mainly because of insufficiently reproducible data about 
voltammograms and electrode geometry to analyze them quantitatively. This viewpoint has 
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allowed us to answer the above question by carrying out voltammetry of micrometer-sized 
redox latex particles at a micrometer-sized electrode. Several types of latex of conducting 
polymers have been synthesized40-43 to yield mono-dispersed particles. In this report, we 
show concentration-independent integer-fold voltammetric currents of suspensions of 
polyaniline-coated latex particles 13 μm in diameter at the microelectrode similar to the 10 
μm in diameter. This behavior is ascribed to the random adsorption of a few redox particles 
on the electrode. 
3.2 Experimental Section 
 
3.2.1 Chemicals  
    Styrene (Wako) was purified by distillation under vacuum at 60 oC and stored in a 
refrigerator until use. Poly(N-vinyl pyrrolidone) (PVP)(Wako) of 360 kg mol-1 was used as 
a surfactant during the dispersion polymerization of styrene. 2,2’-Azoisobutyronitrile 
(AIBN) (Kanto) was used as an initiator in the preparation of seed of latexes. Ethanol 
(99.5 %, Wako), 2-methoxyethanol (Wako), ammonium peroxydisulfate (Kanto), aniline 
hydrochloride (Kanto), and 2-propanol were used as received. All aqueous solutions were 
prepared with deionized water. 
 
3.2.2 Preparation of particles 
   Seed particles were prepared by the dispersion polymerization of styrene in the mixed 
solvent of 54 cm3 ethanol and 36 cm3 methoxyethanol including 1.5 g PVP in a 
three-necked round-bottomed flask. 15 cm3 Styrene was added to the mixture, in which 
0.33 g AIBN, an initiator of the polymerization, was dissolved. The polymerization was 
performed in nitrogen atmosphere during mechanical stirring at 70˚C for 24 h. The 
produced latex was rinsed extensively with distilled water by applying 
centrifugation-dispersion process several times. The product was used as seed for the 
synthesis of big polystyrene particles. 
   100 cm3 Suspension of the 10 % (v/v) seed was dispersed in the mixture of 54 cm3 
ethanol, 36 cm3 methoxyethanol, 1.5 g PVP, 15 cm3 styrene and 0.33 g AIBN. Conditions 
of the polymerization and the purification were the same as those performed for the seed. 
The polymerization and the purification were iterated three times. The purified latex was 
used for the synthesis of polyaniline-coated polystyrene latex. 
    After 8.6 mmol aniline hydrochloride was added to 100 cm3 of 4 % suspension of the 
big latex, the mixture was stirred in an ice bath for 2 h in order to adsorb aniline on the 
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surface of the latex. When the oxidant, 2.45 g ammonium persulfate, was added to the 
mixture, the polymerization was performed at 0 ˚C for 5h. The mixture was stirred at room 
temperature for a further 14 h to complete the polymerization. The suspension was 
centrifuged by means of a refrigerated centrifuge, SRX-201(TOMY, Tokyo) to prevent 
degradation of polyaniline21. The centrifugation separated the mixture of the product into 
three layers. The second layer contained fragment of polyaniline. The bottom layer, which 
contained a high proportion of the polyaniline-coated latex, was redispersed in 0.1 M 
sulfuric acid, and then centrifuged. The re-dispersion and centrifugation were iterated 
several times until the top layer became clear. 
 
3.2.3 Electrochemistry and microscopy 
     Platinum disks, 1.6 mm and 0.01 mm in diameter, were purchased (BAS, Tokyo) for 
a voltammetric working electrode. The electrode surface was polished with 0.05 μm 
alumina powder before each experiment. The platinum wire and the Ag|AgCl electrode 
were used as a counter electrode and a reference electrode, respectively. Voltammetric 
measurements were made using a HECS-1112 potentiostat (Fuso, Kawasaki) in latex 
suspensions including 1 M H2SO4 and PVP. 
   A digital optical photomicrograph of the latex particles was obtained with a VMS-1900 
(Scalar) video microscope and was transferred to a PC using a MPG capture board. 
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) studies were carried out using a S2400 (Hitachi).  
 
3.3 Results and Discussion 
 
3.3.1 General features of latex 
    Since polyaniline is hydrophilic, the polymerization of aniline may occur only on the 
surface of polystyrene latex. Thus the synthesized latex should be composed of the 
polystyrene-core which is covered with the polyaniline layer 21. The polyaniline-coated 
polystyrene latex (PANI-PS) particles, showing dark green, were almost spherical. The 
average diameter was 2a = 13.03±0.12 μm evaluated from SEM while the diameter from 
the optical microscope was 2a = 12.7±0.3 μm, where the errors denote the standard 
deviation. The larger value by the SEM than by the optical microscope may be ascribed to 
the difference in circumstances of the samples; Pt-coating in vacuum for the SEM and the 
aqueous suspension for the optical microscope. 
Although the polystyrene-core was synthesized by growing iteratively, it is nearly 
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mono-dispersed, as is shown in Fig.3.1. The diffusion coefficient was estimated from the 
Stokes-Einstein equation44 to have D = 0.375×10-9 cm2 s-1 at 25˚C in water with viscosity 
of 0.891 g m-1 s-1. The PANI-PS particles were dispersed in aqueous solution to yield a 
stable suspension with at least 1 year’s life even if PVP was not included in the suspension. 
Observation by the video microscope showed that each particle was subject to Brownian 
motion. The supernatant obtained by centrifugation was transparent, and hence polyaniline 
is confined to the latex without discharging any detectable fragment of polyaniline in the 
suspension. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
      
 
Polystyrene is dissolved well in tetrahydrofuran (THF) whereas polyaniline cannot be 
dissolved in THF. We immersed the dried PANI-PS latex of 52.7 mg in THF for 1 day in 
order to dissolve the core, and weighed the dried remnant, the PANI shell, to obtain 8.3 mg. 
Letting the radii of the latex and of the core be a and b, respectively, the weight ratio of the 
latex to the shell is given by [ ] [ ] 3.8/7.52)(/)( A33A33S3 =−−+ dbadbadb                              (3-1) 
where dS and dA are densities of polystyrene (1.05 g cm-3) and of polyaniline (1.46 g cm-3) 
45, respectively. Then we obtain a/b = 1.04 or b = 6.26 μm for a = 6.52 μm. The thickness 
of polyaniline layer (a - b) is 0.26 μm. The average density and the mean mass of the 
particle are 1.10 g cm-3 and 1.27 ng. The amount of polyaniline per particle is 0.20 ng. In 
order to evaluate the redox charge per particle, we obtained a relationship between the 
redox charge and weight of an electrochemically polymerized polyaniline film. The weight, 
0.47 mg, was obtained by the difference in the weights of a Pt wire before and after 
polymerization of aniline. The charge was obtained by integration of the voltammogram in 
Fig.3.1. SEM photograph of dried PANI-PS. 
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1 M H2SO4 at several scan rates (1-20 mV s-1). The ratio of the redox charge to the weight 
was 7.6 C g-1. Consequently, one PANI-PS particle has 1.5 nC, corresponding to 0.95×1010 
electrons for charge transfer reaction per particle. 
 
3.3.2 Voltammetry at large electrode 
     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.3.2. shows the cyclic voltammogram of the PANI-PS suspension. The cathodic 
wave was observed at ca. 0.05 V vs. Ag|AgCl in the suspension, whereas a very small and 
broad anodic wave appeared at ca. 0.25 V. These waves were discriminated against the 
voltammogram of the supernatant, which was close to the voltammogram of the blank 
solution. Therefore they are not due to polyaniline fragments broken and scatted in the 
solution, but due directly to the PANI-PS particles. Polyaniline of the PANI-PS after the 
synthesis should take the emeraldine form or the conducting state because it was generated 
with the oxidation polymerization. Indeed, no wave appeared in the potential domain from 
0.3 to 0.9 V when the potential was scanned from 0.2 V. The wave at 0.05 V can be 
attribute to the redox conversion of emeraldine to leucoemeraldine (the insulating state). 
The wave at the second scan was smaller than the first one because of a loss of the anodic 
wave. The small current of the anodic wave contrasts with the sharp anodic peak the 
electropolymerized polyaniline film at 0.2 V, as is shown in the inset of Fig.3.2 The 
Fig.3.2. Cyclic voltammograms of (solid curve) 0.074 g cm−3 PANI-PS suspension in 
1 M HCl + 1.5 wt% of PVP and (dotted curve) 1 M HCl + 1.5 wt% of PVP at the scan 
rate of 0.05 V s−1. The inset is cyclic the voltammogram of electrochemically 
synthesized polyaniline on the Pt electrode. 
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irreversible reaction has been explained21 in terms of an insufficiently short period of the 
conducting particle with an electrode for propagation time of the conducting zone46-48. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    The previous PANI-PS particles ca. 1 μm in diameter showed diffusion-controlled 
peak current21. The cathodic peak current, Ip, for the present PANI-PS suspension was 
plotted against the square-root of the scan rate, v, in Fig.3.3, revealing the proportionality. 
According to the theory for linear sweep voltammetry of multi-charged particles, the 
diffusion-controlled peak current density is expressed by49 
( ) 2/1p /*446.0 RTvDFnFcj =                                             (3-2) 
a point of this equation is a loss of n1/2, which is ascribed to the combination of the Nernst 
equation and the diffusion equation. The slope calculated from Eq.(3-2) for known n, c* 
and D, was drawn in Fig.3.3 as a dashed line. The experimental value is only 10 % of the 
theoretical diffusion-controlled current. The smaller value can be ascribed either to the 
partial charge transfer owing to a delay of charge propagation24 ,25 or inappropriate 
application to diffusion of the latex suspension. The latter will be supported in the next 
section. 
     The background-subtracted voltammogram had sometimes a cathodic peak and 
sometimes a plateau of a limiting current. We plotted the cathodic peak current or the 
limiting current against the concentration of the PANI-PS in Fig.3.4, expecting a 
Fig.3.3. Dependence of the cathodic peak current at 0.05 V on the square-root of the 
scan rate in the 0.074 g cm-3 PANI-PS suspension. The dashed line was calculated from 
Eq.(3-2) for known values of n, c*, D and the area of the electrode (2.00 mm2). 
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proportional relation. However, the peak current did not vary with the concentration, 
implying that the diffusion model is in vain. When the water was sprayed onto the 
electrode surface which was taken out from the suspension, some particles were adsorbed 
on the surface against the water spray, as is shown in Fig.3.5. Therefore, the cathodic 
current is caused by the reduction of the adsorbed PANI-PS. The invariance of the current 
to the concentration suggests saturation of the adsorption of the PANI-PS. If the PANI-PS 
particles are adsorbed in a hexagonally close-packed mono-particle layer with 91 % 
fractional packing, the number of the particles on the electrode (area is A = 0.02 cm2) is 
1.26×104 ( = 0.91A/πa2). Then, the redox charge on the electrode is Γ = 1.26×104ne =1.92 
×10-5 C for n =0.95 ×10-9. If the charge transfer reaction at one redox site is Nernstian with 
one-electron step and if there is no mass transport in the adsorbed layer, the voltammetric 
peak current of the adsorbed layer is expressed by   ( )RTFΓvI 4/p =                                                     (3-3) 
this value is 5.6 μA for v = 0.03 V s-1, being the one-third of the experimental value. The 
voltammetric peak current of adsorbed species should exhibit the proportionality to v rather 
than v1/2. This contradiction from Fig.3.3 can be explained in terms of the diffusion-like 
charge transfer process, which has often been observed in thick polyaniline films50-53. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     
 
 
 
 
 
 
It is now necessary to interpret the meaning of n, c* and D in Eq.(3-2) from the 
viewpoint of mass transport of the redox moiety in polyaniline rather than the mass 
transport of PANI-PS particles. We regard nc* and D as the concentration of the redox site 
Fig.3.4. Dependence of the cathodic peak current at 0.05 V on concentrations of the 
PANI-PS suspension containing 1 M H2SO4 at ν = 0.03 V s−1 
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of polyaniline and the apparent diffusion coefficient for the charge exchange. This model is 
equivalent to the diffusion-like charge transport in a film on the electrode. If the 
mono-particle layer of PANI-PS were to be uniform in the distribution of the redox site, the 
concentration of the redox site, nc*, (n = 1) could be estimated from the redox charge, 1.92 
×10-5 C, of the electrode divided by 2aAF to yield 7.7 mM. Inserting this value in Eq.(3-2) 
for the slope in Fig.3.3 ( Ipv-1/2 = 9.0 μA V-1/2 s1/2) gives a value of the apparent diffusion 
coefficient, Dap = 5×10-8 cm2 s-1. This value is reasonable for the apparent diffusion 
coefficient for the charge exchange. Therefore the reduction current is modeled as a charge 
exchange reaction in the thin film which is composed of the mono-particle layer of 
PANI-PS. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.3.3 Voltammetry at microelectrode 
    Figure3.6 shows a cyclic voltammogram in the PANI-PS suspension at the 
microelectrode 10 μm in diameter. The waveform at the microelectrode was actually the 
same as at the large electrode, with showing the hysteresis current. Therefore it is not 
ascribed to spherical diffusion characteristic to the microelectrode behavior but to the 
surface process. The surface process can be seen from the decrease in the cathodic current 
with an increase in the number of the scan. The ratio of the current at the large electrode to 
that at the microelectrode is 104, whereas the ratio of the electrode area is 2.6×104. The 
similarity of the order of the ratios supports the surface process. We evaluated the total 
charge of the background-subtracted voltammogram from the integration of the 
Fig.3.5. Photograph of the surface of the Pt electrode observed with the 
optical microscope after the one-cycle of voltammetric measurement. 
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current-potential curve in the potential domain from 0.4 to 0.01 V. The charge was 0.47 nC, 
which is 1/3 of the redox charge (1.5 nC) of one particle of the polyaniline. The front of the 
reduced zone may reach the one-third of the adsorbed particle at the scan rate, as is 
illustrated in Fig.3.6.   
                         
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We varied concentration of the PANI-PA suspension, expecting the independence of 
the concentration, similar to in Fig.3.5. However, the variation was in chaos, as in shown in 
Fig.3.7, although each voltammetry was performed immediately after polishing the 
electrode surface with alumina powder. Since this microelectrode exhibited the quite 
reproducible diffusion-controlled steady-state current for the oxidation of 
ferrocenylmethyltrimethyl ammonium hexafluorophosphate in aqueous solution, it has no 
trouble in structure. A careful stare of the chaotic variation allows us to notice the 
localization of the data points close to 0, 0.03 and 0.06 nA. We attempted to sort the 
current values in the ascending order, and denoted the m-th sorted current as Im. In other 
words, m means the number of the current points less than Im. Figure3.8 (circles) shows 
variation of m with the current, Im. If the current values were to be distributed randomly 
and uniformly, the plot of m against the current should fall on a straight line all over the 
data with common separation between two closest neighboring points. However, the plot 
shows not only a concave variation but also some groups. In order to stress the variation, 
Fig.3.6. Multiple-scanned voltammogram of the 0.102 g cm−3 PANI-PS 
suspension containing 1 M H2SO4 without PVP at ν = 0.03 V s−1 at the Pt 
electrode 10 μm in diameter. The inset is an illustration of charge exchange 
of polyaniline from the contacting point of a PANI-PS with the electrode.  
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we differentiated the variation numerically, according to the finite difference between 
closest neighboring points 
1
1
d
d
−−
=Δ
Δ≈
mm III
m
I
m                                                    (3-4) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure3.8 shows the finite difference values (triangles) computed from Eq.(3-4). The 
Fig. 3.7. Dependence of the cathodic peak current at 0.1 V on concentrations of PANI-PS 
suspensions containing 1 M H2SO4 at v = 0.03 V s−1 at the Pt electrode 10 μm in diameter. 
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plot of (triangles) the finite difference of the variation of m vs. , i.e., (Im - Im-1)-1 
against Im. A bar graph denotes the frequency, L, occurring at each discreet domain. 
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data points are assembled to some groups, 0, 25-40, 52-64 and 81-96 pA. These groups 
increase stepwise each by 31 pA. Consequently, the current is digitized. The number of the 
occurrence, L, included in each group is shown as the height of a bar in Fig.3.8. The first 
digitized current occurred preferentially.  
From the sizes of the disk electrode and the particles, we can image the geometry of 
the particles and electrode as illustrated in Fig.3.9. Since the diameter of the particle is a 
little larger than the disk diameter, only one particle can come in contact with the electrode 
surface (Fig.3.9(A)). A second and a third particle can have electrochemical contact with 
the electrode via the directly contacting particle, as is illustrated in Fig. 3.9(B) and (C). 
These images can be supported with the photographs of one (A in Fig.3. 10) and two or 
three (B,C in Fig.3.10) adsorbed PANI-PS particles on the Pt electrode in the suspension. 
When the potential was switched between -0.05 V and 0.50 V, the particles exhibited color 
change, demonstrating the electrode reaction. The current of the adsorbed particles should 
be independent of the area of the electrode but vary with the number, k, of the particles 
directly and the indirectly contacting with the electrode. Replacing c* in Eq.(3-3) by the 
Γ/2a, we obtain the expression of the peak current as 
( )( ) 2/1app /2/446.0 RTFvDaΓkFI =                                        (3-5) 
The value of Ip/k for Γ = 0.47 nC, Dap = 5×10-8 cm2 s-1 and v = 0.03 V s-1 is 39 pA, which is 
close to the quantitized current, 31 pA for Fig.3.8. 
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The frequency, L, in Fig.3.8 decreases with an increase in k. Taking the ratio of L at k 
to k-1, we obtain Lk=2/Lk=1 = 0.4, Lk=3/Lk=2 = 0.5 and Lk=4/Lk=3 = 0.4. The similarity of these 
(A) (B) (C) 
d 
a 
Fig.3.9. Illustrations of (A) one, (B) two and (C) three adsorbed particles on the microelectrode 
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values indicates that a group of k particles on the electrode is generated from the group of 
k-1 particles with the common probability, 0.4-0.5. The common probability may be 
ascribed to transport of a particle in the suspension to the group of k particles and then to 
adhesion to the group. Since the probability is close to the ratio of the radius of the particle 
to the average distance, d, between neighboring particles, ranging 0.36 to 0.66 (Fig.3.8) for 
the concentration range, 0.05 - 0.32 g cm-3 (Fig.3.7), the particle may attach randomly to 
the group to increase k. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.4 Conclusion 
    The discrete voltammetric current of the PANI-PS suspension was observed at the 
microelectrode of which size was smaller than the redox latex particles. The discreteness is 
caused by the integer number of the particles in electric contact with the electrode. The 
reduction current was controlled by diffusion-like charge exchange at the redox sites 
within the adsorbed PANI-PS rather than physical diffusion of the particles in the 
suspension. Since the voltammetric electrolysis time is shorter than the duration of the 
whole charge exchange, the voltammetrically discrete charge was one-third of the whole 
charge per particle. The discreteness is not caused by the property of the electric 
conduction but is ascribed to the redox property. Consequently, it is a general feature of 
electrode reaction at an electrode of which size is close to the size of redox particles. Since 
the discreteness occurs by random attachment of a particle in the suspension, it is not 
controllable. 
 
3.5 References 
Fig. 3.10. Photographs of (A) one PANI-PS particle on the Pt electrode 20  μm in 
diameter, (B) two or three particles on the Pt electrode 10  μm in diameter, and (C) 
side view of the two particles on the glass-covered Pt electrode 30 μm in diameter. 
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Chapter 4 
Adsorption force of large polyaniline-coated 
 latex particles 
4.1 Introduction 
      Electrochemically polymerized aromatic conducting films such as polyaniline are 
superior  to chemically polymerized films in that film with (a) highly cohesition to 
electrodes, (b) uniformity of film thickness, and (c) controlled thickness are obtained1,2. 
The electrochemical advantages are due to the decrease in the solubility of polyaniline near 
the electrode with an  increase in the degree of polymerization, and hence polymer with 
large molecular weight is accumulated on an electrode. However, inhomogeneity has still 
been observed at large conducting films, exemplified by appearance of a macroscopic 
pattern composed of the oxidized and the reduced species with different colors3,4. 
    Adsorption on an electrode occurs when species has stronger interaction with the 
electrode than with the solvent. Consequently, the adsorbed redox species ought to bring 
about an electrode reaction from the thermodynamic point of view. If it does not, it may be 
located on inactive sites by keeping the electroactive species away from the double layer, 
by blocking counterions, or by generating voids. For example, vinylferrocene films 
copolymerized with electroinactive polymers have lost electroactivity conditionally5-7, 
because hydrophobic polymers block insertion of counterions. The blocking or void 
formation may be apparently removed by filling the voids with conducting polymers, as for 
adsorption of metal nanoparticles8-10. 
    The blocking can be controlled by use of surfactants in that surfactants weaken the 
adsorption force. Surfactants cause also desorption of electroactive species to yield 
micellized form. Then, it is difficult to determine whether a reaction is due to the adsorbed 
species or the micellzed ones. The difficulty is circumvented by using the optically 
detectable big redox particles6-17. If the particle contains polyaniline as a redox species, the 
electroactivity can readily be identified by the color change18, 19, 20. As for a surfactant, 
poly (N-vinylpyrrolidone) (PVP) works well not only as a steric stabilizer for polyaniline 
[21-23] but also as enhancement of processability of polyaniline24, 25. The combination of 
polyaniline latex with PVP may be suitable for the investigation of the relation between the 
adsorbability and the electrode reaction. We here use the mono-dispersed 
polyaniline-coated polystyrene latex (PANI-PS) as an optically detectable redox particle, 
and obtain the relationship between the redox activity of the adsorbed particle and 
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adsorption force in the presence of PVP. We employ the forced flow of the solution for the 
estimation of the adsorption force, following the imaging processing by an optical 
microscope under hydrodynamic control26-30. 
 
4.2 Experiment 
 
4.2.1 Chemicals and synthesis  
Styrene (Wako) was purified by distillation under vacuum at 60˚C and stored in a 
refrigerator until use. Poly (N-vinyl pyrrolidone) (PVP) (Wako) with 360 kg mol-1 was 
used as a surfactant at the dispersion-polymerization of styrene. 2, 2'-Azoisobutyronitrile 
(AIBN) (Kanto) was used as an initiator of the polymerization for latex seeds. Ethanol 
(99.5 %, Wako), 2-methoxyethanol (Wako), ammonium peroxydisulfate (Kanto), aniline 
hydrochloride (Kanto), and 2-propanol were used as received. All aqueous solutions were 
prepared with deionized water. 
The synthetic procedure of the PANI-PS latex has been described in ref.20. The size 
and morphology were examined with a scanning electron microscope, S2400 (Hitachi). 
 
4.2.2 Electrochemical flow cell 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
WE
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Fig.4.1. Schematic diagram of the flow cell of measuring the 
flow velocity of PANI-PS particles during potential application. 
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The electrochemical flow cell consisted of two glass plates for the flowing space of 
15 mm wide and 0.05 mm thick, which led to an inlet and an outlet, as is shown in Fig.4.1. 
The two plates sandwiched three platinum wire electrodes 0.03 mm in diameter, and were 
fixed with the plastic block by epoxy resin. The flow cell was mounted horizontally in a 
digital microscope, VMS-1900 (Scalar). The PANI-PS aqueous suspension containing 
0.5M HCl was filled in the cell. Video of PANI-PS particles close to the Pt working 
electrode were recorded during the square-wave potential application between 0.5 and -0.2 
V by use of a potentiostat, HECS-1112 (Fuso, Kawasaki). Further amount of the 
suspension was injected into the flow cell at various flow rates. A series of time-varying 
images of the video were saved in mpeg files, which were decomposed into 30 frames a 
second in JPEG files. Each frame of an image had 720×480 pixels. 
 
4.2.3 Measurement of adsorption force of polyaniline film 
Adsorption force of a polyaniline film was obtained with the home-made apparatus 
equipped with a balance, GX-200 (A & D Comp.) and the electrochemical cell, as is shown 
in Fig.4.2. The cell was supported with a controllable lifter. The platinum plate leading to a 
copper wire was coated with epoxy resin so that a given area (typically 4×12 mm2) was 
exposed to solution. The polyaniline film was electrochemically deposited on the exposed 
area by means of cyclic potential scan between 0 and 0.9 V vs. Ag|AgCl. 
Fig.4.2. Schematic diagram of the balance of measuring the adsorption force 
of the polyaniline film on the platinum electrode. 
lifter 
Pt 
Electric Balance 
0.5M HCl 
PANI 
Weight 
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The face of the platinum plate opposite to the polyaniline film electrode was fixed on 
the bottom of the cell with double side adhesive tape. The stripped area of the polyaniline 
film was controlled with by a given area of the adhesive tape. The polyaniline film was 
connected to a string with adhesive tape. The string reached the arm of the balance, which 
led to a weight on the electronic balance. Potential of 0.5 V vs. Ag|AgCl was applied to the 
electrode and then the lifter was lowered at a given speed until the polyaniline film was 
detached from the platinum plate. A read of the balance just before the detachment was 
recorded.  
 
4.3 Results and Discussion 
 
4.3.1 Electroactivity of adsorbed PANI-PS particles 
     The polyaniline-coated polystyrene latex (PANI-PS) particles, showing dark green, 
were almost spherical. The average diameter was 2a = 13.03 ± 0.12 μm evaluated from 
SEM. Although the polystyrene-core was synthesized by growing from seed iteratively, it 
was kept nearly mono-dispersed, as shown in Fig.3.1. Its suspension in 0.01 g cm-3 PVP 
and 0.5 M HCl was stable for at least two years. 
   When a platinum wire was inserted into the suspension, a part of the electrode surface 
was coated with the particles. When cyclically scanned potential was applied to the 
electrode, we observed a color change of the electrode surface; being dark green at 
potential more than 0.4 V vs. Ag|AgCl and pale green at potential less than 0.0 V vs. 
Ag|AgCl (Fig.4.4). Since this color change was very close to the change in 
electrochemically polymerized polyaniline films, it should be due to the electrode reaction 
of adsorbed PANI-PS particles. In general, the use of polymeric stabilizers lowers not only 
the electrical conductivity31 but also electroactivity of PANI. The particles were still 
adsorbed against a water jet by a washing bottle. There was no gravitational effect on the 
adsorption. 
     Addition of the surfactant (PVP) in the suspension is expected to make the particles 
desorbed from the electrode. Since PVP was included latently in the PANI-PS particles for 
avoiding aggregation of the particles, sufficient control of concentration of PVP in the 
suspensions requires exhaustive removal of PVP from the inside of the particles. Therefore 
the particles were rinsed with 0.5 M HCl solution 3 times, and then redispersed in 0.5 M 
HCl solution containing a given concentration of PVP. The color of polyaniline on the Pt 
wire became darker as the concentration of PVP decreased, suggesting an increase in the 
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adsorption. In order to obtain quantitative data of the adsorption, we counted the number of 
the adsorbed particles in the PVP-included suspension in the thin layer cell with the glass 
window (Fig.4.1). When the square-wave potential sequence between -0.2 and 0.5 V at 0.5 
Hz was applied to the electrode, some adsorbed particles changed the color synchronizing 
with a change in the potential, and some didn’t, as shown in Fig.4.4. The former is 
electroactive and the latter is electroinactive. The electroactive particles did not change into 
the electroinactive ones at least during 30 s alternative potential-application, and vice 
versa.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
               
 
 
 
As a quantitative evaluation of the extent of the color change, we counted the number 
of the electroinactive particles, nI, and that of the electroactive particles, nA, for 10 
experimental runs by the video. Approximate values of nA and nI were over 500. We 
plotted the ratio of nI /nA against the concentration of PVP in Fig.4.5. A linear relationship 
was found. PVP generally micellizes hydrophobic species, S, to yield hydrophilically 
micellized one, S(PVP), through the reaction 
S + PVP ↔ S(PVP)                                                     (4-1) 
The equilibrium constant is given by 
K = [S(PVP)] / [S][PVP]                                                 (4-2) 
If [S] is taken to be the hydrophobic area of the PANI-PS particles instead of concentration 
of S, then [S(PVP)] corresponds to the hydrophilic area of the PANI-PS particles. The 
hydrophobic part should come in stronger contact with the electrode in the aqueous 
solution than the hydrophilic part. The latter is more electroactive than the former because 
of blocking the electron transfer by the surfactant, as is illustrated in Fig.4.6. Then [S] and 
Fig.4.4. Photographs of PANI-PS particles adsorbed on the platinum wire in 0.5MHCl, 
obtained by an optical microscope when electrode potential was applied with 0.5V (a) 
and -0.2V (b). Arrowed particles show color change with the potential variation 
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[S(PVP)] are, respectively, equivalent to nA and nI. Since the amount of PVP consumed by 
S(PVP) is much smaller than the loaded amount of PVP, Eq. (2) is approximated as 
 nI /nA = Kc                                                          (4-3) 
where c is the concentration of PVP in the suspension. This equation is close to the plot in 
Fig. 4.5. The equilibrium constant, the slope in Fig.4.5, is 31 cm3 g-1 or 1.1×104 M-1, 
through which the electrochemical activity is controllable by concentration of PVP. The 
plot has a small intercept, indicating that even zero concentration of PVP might allow the 
adsorbed particles to be electroinactive. The suspended particles necessarily contain the 
surfactant on the surface. Otherwise, it might aggregate. One-tenth (nI/nA = 0.1 at c = 0) of 
the surfactant may be coated latently with PVP on the surface.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
Fig.5. Variation of ratio of nI/nA with the concentration of PVP in the quiescent solution
0 0.01 0.020
0.5
n I
 / 
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e- 
Electrode 
Fig.4.6. Illustration of PANI-PS particle on the electrode surface with mechanically 
strong adsorption (electroactive particle) and weak adsorption (electroinactive particle). 
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The electroactive particles kept their electroactivity for a long time, and the 
electroinactive ones also did the inactivity, as if there would be essentially two kinds of 
particle with different chemical structures. If the color-changed particles were to 
sometimes change accidentally into the color-unchanged particles, the true equilibrium 
might hold. The equilibrium-like behavior in Fig.4.5 indicates that the redox states should 
be fixed after the adsorption to yield irreversible activity.  
 
4.3.2 Adsorption force   
Our presumption is that the electroactivity is relevant strongly to the adsorption force. 
The electroactivity was with the color change by the electrochemical reaction, whereas the 
adsorption force has not been evaluated and lies just in a concept. We tried to estimate the 
adsorption force hydrodynamically by sweeping the adsorbed particles away from the 
electrode with forced flow. The flow cell was filled with the suspension, and the 
square-wave potential sequence was applied to the electrode of which color change was 
monitored with the video microscope. The additional suspension was injected to the cell at 
such pressure that some more adsorbed particles were swept away from the electrode. The 
digital video file was divided into photographic frames taken at each 33 ms. Locations of a 
swept particle were traced at the succeeding photographs. The flow velocity at which an 
adsorbed particle was detached was calculated from the difference in the locations at two 
succeeding photographs divided by 33ms. Thus the flow velocity here denotes the swept 
away-velocity.  
     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.4.7. Dependence of nI (on the left axis) and nA (on the right axis) on the swept 
away velocity at 0.02 g cm-3 PVP. The velocities, (vc)I and (vc)A , are the critical 
velocity for the electroinactive and the electroactive particles, respectively. 
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 We define nA and nI in the flow experiment as the numbers of the electroactive (with 
color change) and the electroinactive (without color change) particles retained on the 
electrode at the swept away-velocity, v. We counted nI and nA at various values of v, and 
plotted the sum of nI over 10 runs and that of nA over 10 runs against v in Fig.7. Since nI 
and nA are the total numbers of at the velocity less than v, the plot contained small 
scattering. These values did not vary with v at slow velocity and decreased almost linearly 
with v over the critical flow velocity, vc. A difference of nI at v = 0 from nI at v > vc is the 
number of particles swept away. Values of vc decreased with an increase in the 
concentration of PVP, as is shown in Table 1. A value of vc for the electroactive particles, 
(vc)A, was always ca. 10 times larger than that for the electroinactive ones, (vc)I. 
    The sudden variation of nI or nA at vc implies that the detachment of an adsorbed 
particle requires the activation energy, U, of the adsorption force by the flow. The frictional 
force acting on a sphere with radius a in the medium with the viscosity η is given by the 
Stokes’ force, 6πηav. This force gives approximately the moment 6πηa2v to the center of 
the particle to rotate the particle on the electrode. The particle is desorbed from the 
electrode when the energy by the flow overcomes U. Then the effective activation energy 
is U - A1ηa2v, where A1 is a constant. The probability of being desorbed from the electrode 
has exponential variation of the effective activation energy, given by 
(nv=0 - nv>vc)/nv=0 = A2 exp[-(U - A1ηa2v)/RT ]                               (4-4) 
where n stands for either nI or nA, and A2 is a constants. Expanding the exponential of 
(U-A1ηa2v/RT) yields approximately [ ] L+−−−≈−−−==> RTvaAARTUARTvaAUAnn vvv /)/1(1/)(exp1/ 22122120c ηη   (4-5) 
 
        Table 2 
c / g cm-3 (vc)I / mm s-1 (vc)A / mm s-1 
0 0.84 --- 
0.0025 0.74 --- 
0.005 0.57 --- 
0.01 0.29 --- 
0.015 0.20 2.1 
0.02 0.12 1.1 
0.025 0.03 0.35 
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This equation shows the linear decrease in nv>vc with v. The linearity was found in the 
experimental results in Fig.4.7. The Stokes’ forces at (vc)I = 0.12 mm s-1 and (vc)A = 1.1 
mm s-1 are, for example, 120 pN and 12 pN, respectively, for η = 0.89 g m-1 s-1 of water at 
25oC. Since values of A1ηa2v near the critical velocity are close to the value of the 
activation energy, vc is a measure of the activation energy. The relation of (vc)A =10(vc)I in 
Table 1 mentions that the activation energy of the electroactive particles is estimated to be 
ten times larger than that of the electroinactive ones. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
If the adsorption force per unit area is available, we can estimate the area actually 
contributing to the adsorption. We attempted to obtain a relation between the adsorption 
force and the area for an electrochemically polymerized polyaniline film by measuring the 
force removing the film from the platinum plate by means of the home-made balance 
(Fig.4.2). The area of the film was controlled by shielding the electrode surface with 
adhesive tape. The adsorption force was measured during the 0.5 V vs. Ag|AgCl potential 
application, according to the procedure described in the experimental section. Three runs 
were made at each polyaniline film, and three forces were averaged. The adsorption force 
was plotted against the area of polyaniline film in Fig.4.8. A linear relationship was found 
although there was as large as scattering of 18 % in the slope. The intercept of the plot, 
which should not appear ideally, may be ascribed to the inertial force of the arm, the 
weight, and the film. The slope, 34 ± 6 mN mm-2, is the net adsorption stress. Applying 
0 10 20 300
100
w
 / 
m
g
A / mm2
Fig.4.8. Variation of the weight ([force]/g) of removing the electrochemically 
synthesized PANI film from the platinum electrode with the area of the electrode. 
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this value to the adsorption force, for example, 120 pN, of the electroactive particle, we 
obtained the area of the adsorption per particle, 120 pN /34 mN mm-2 = 3500±630 nm2. 
This area corresponds to a disk 66 nm in diameter, being a part of the spherical surface 
adsorbed on the electrode. It is equivalent to 6.4×10-6 steradian, implying an actual point 
touch with the electrode. The adsorption force for the reduced PANI could not be obtained 
because the reduced film was detached from the electrode during mounting the film before 
applying force to the film. 
   According to Table 2, the critical velocity decreases with an increase in the 
concentration of PVP. We found that the velocity for both the electroactive and the 
electroinactive particles showed a linear relation with log(c), as is shown in Fig.4.9. The 
two regressed lines meet at the common intercept on the log(c) axis for c0 = 0.029 g cm-3 
(0.082 mM). Particles can be removed spontaneously for c > c0 whereas they cannot be for 
c < c0. Therefore c0 is a critical concentration, like a critical micelle concentration (CMC). 
The variations in Fig.4.9 are similar to a big change in physical properties at a CMC32. The 
common value of the CMC for the electroactive and the electroinactive particles indicates 
that the amount of PVP adsorbed on the electroactive particles is the same as that of the 
electroinactive ones.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4.4 Conclusion 
    Some of the PANI-PS particles adsorbed on the electrode showed color change of 
Fig.4.9. Variations of the critical velocity for the electroactive (triangles) and 
the electroinactive (circles) particles with the logarithm of the concentration of 
PVP. The values of (vc)A are scaled to be 20 % reduced 
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PANI responding to the alternate switch of the electrode potential, and some did not. The 
ratio, nI/nA, increased with an increase in the concentration of PVP, according to the 
equilibrium of the micellization. The equilibrium suggests quantitative control of the 
adsorption of big particles. A model of representing the relation between the electroactivity 
and the concentration of PVP is partial blocking of the PANI surface of particles with PVP. 
The variation of nI/nA with [PVP] is the quantitative demonstration that the adsorbed 
species is not always electroactive. The equilibrium holds even for the macroscopic 
particles through the molecular equilibrium. 
    Dynamic desorption was evaluated by counting the electroactive and the 
electroinactive particles swept away by the flow. Values of nI/nA were kept to the 
equilibrium at slow flow velocity. They decreased linearly with an increase in the velocity 
over the critical velocity. The sudden decrease at vc suggests an activation process of the 
desorption. The critical velocity for the electroactive particle was ten times larger than that 
for the electroinactive one.  This fact implies the ten times stronger adsorption force for 
the electroactive particle than that for the inactive one. The electroactivity was 
demonstrated quantitatively to be related closely with the adsorption force. The critical 
velocity decreased logarithmically with an increase in the concentration of PVP, and 
reached zero at 0.082 mM both for the electroactive and the electroinactive particles. This 
is a kind of the critical concentration over which the particles are not adsorbed 
dynamically. 
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Chapter 5 
Summary 
 
As a model of an electrode reaction of big particle, PANI-PS latex particles were 
synthesized by the chemically polymerization of aniline on polystyrene particles. The 
particles had ‘core-shell’ morphology as anticipated and are near-uniformed mono- 
dispersed in aqueous suspensions. In this research, we developed the low temperature 
centrifugation method to purify the chemically synthesized PANI-PS latex particles in 
which retain the electrochemical properties of PANI as synthesized by the electrochemical 
polymerization.  
The small PANI-PS latex particles in the presence of excess PVP stabilizer had 
sufficient colloidal stability to allow electrochemical measurements in sulfuric acid. Each 
PANI-PS particle has a mean redox charge of 1.7 × 109 electrons, as evaluated from bulk 
electrolysis experiments. Cyclic voltammograms for the conducting state to the insulating 
state (C-I) and the insulating state to the conducting state (I-C) conversions were both 
irreversible. The peak current of the C-I conversion was adsorption-limited at lower latex 
concentrations. In contrast, it was diffusion-controlled at higher latex concentrations and 
could be analyzed quantitatively. The transferred charge estimated from the 
diffusion-controlled current using cyclic voltammetry and chronoamperometry was 
consistent with that obtained from bulk electrolysis. Thus all the redox charge is reduced 
during a single collision with the electrode. This rapid conversion is ascribed to such high 
electric conduction of the latex surface that the C-I conversion occurs simultaneously over 
the whole latex surface in a volume reaction. In contrast, the I-C conversion hardly 
occurred, although the PANI-PS latex film showed the well-defined I-C conversion wave. 
The I-C conversion is subject to the propagation of the conducting zone and is an 
interfacial reaction. Therefore this conversion rate is much slower than the volume reaction 
for the C-I conversion. Consequently, voltammograms become asymmetric or irreversible.  
When the electrode of which size was smaller than the redox latex particles, the 
discrete voltammetric current of the PANI-PS suspension was observed. The discreteness 
is caused by the integer number of the particles in electric contact with the electrode. The 
reduction current was controlled by diffusion-like charge exchange at the redox sites 
within the adsorbed PANI-PS rather than physical diffusion of the particles in the 
suspension. Since the voltammetric electrolysis time is shorter than the duration of the 
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whole charge exchange, the voltammetrically discrete charge was one-third of the whole 
charge per particle. The discreteness is not caused by the property of the electric 
conduction but is ascribed to the redox property. Consequently, it is a general feature of 
electrode reaction at an electrode of which size is close to the size of redox particles. Since 
the discreteness occurs by random attachment of a particle in the suspension, it is not 
controllable.  
Some of the PANI-PS particles adsorbed on the electrode showed color change of 
PANI responding to the alternate switch of the electrode potential, and some did not. The 
ratio, nI/nA, increased with an increase in the concentration of PVP, according to the 
equilibrium of the micellization. The equilibrium suggests quantitative control of the 
adsorption of big particles. A model of representing the relation between the electroactivity 
and the concentration of PVP is partial blocking of the PANI surface of particles with PVP. 
The variation of nI/nA with the concentration of PVP is the quantitative demonstration that 
the adsorbed species is not always electroactive. The equilibrium holds even for the 
macroscopic particles through the molecular equilibrium. 
Dynamic desorption was evaluated by counting the electroactive and the 
electroinactive particles swept away by the flow. Values of nI/nA were kept to the 
equilibrium at slow flow velocity. They decreased linearly with an increase in the velocity 
over the critical velocity. The sudden decrease at vc suggests an activation process of the 
desorption. The critical velocity for the electroactive particle was ten times larger than that 
for the electroinactive one.  This fact implies the ten times stronger adsorption force for 
the electroactive particle than that for the inactive one. The electroactivity was 
demonstrated quantitatively to be related closely with the adsorption force.  
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